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ABSTRACT
Pluto is a work of transmedia showcasing a gameworld which delicately blurs fantasy and scientific realism.
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A Short Artist's Statement
Pluto is a work of transmedia showcasing a gameworld which delicately blurs fantasy and scientific realism. John, a computer engineer, inherits a collection of arcane objects from Mo, his Aunt, who found them in an abandoned factory in the North in the 1960s. Over time, John and his daughter Charlotte begin to realise that the objects have unusual physical properties – and that the more they are exposed to them, the more their realities and memories appear to change. Through a 3D game and browser-based story/app, Pluto constructs a storyworld where perceptions are stretched beyond the “real” as we (think we) know it.

Detailed Description
Pluto is a transmedia project which incorporates an immersive 3D-based gameworld that delicately treads (and blurs) the line of fantasy and scientific realism. It does so by structuring its narrative with a mix of fantastical elements alongside the grounding effects of actual psychological phenomena. The Pluto Game component is the result of certain psychological states/realities emerging within the protagonist, John, and his eccentric Aunt, Mo. John is a computer engine who inherits a collection of arcane objects from Mo who found them in an abandoned factory in the North in the 1960s. Over time, John and his daughter Charlotte begin to realise that the objects have unusual physical properties – and that the more they are exposed to them, the more their realities and memories appear to change.
While playing Pluto, a player/reader will be propelled to question the nature of perception formation and reality construction. The Pluto audience will be left pondering their own sense of self evoked through concepts such as traversing the boundaries from childhood to adulthood; the construction and perception of reality through life experience and the influence of those closest to us; the petrifying thought of duplicate selves housed in alternate realities; and the elongation of the “real” as we (think we) know it.

**Technical Requirements**
The Pluto Beta version will be available for download as a standalone file or is playable via a browser via a Unity plugin. Ideal exhibition format is a standard monitor and/or screen projection on (preferably) a high-end graphics card PC setup [keyboard, mouse, running Windows]. Alternatively can be accessed online.

**VISUALS**